Many screen printers use a multitude of different types of ink and additives to keep up with today’s fashion trends and printing. Franmar’s Multipurpose Ink Remover allows screen printers to clean any type of textile ink with or without additives. Simple, safe and effective - as cleaning screens should be!

**Directions**

1. Spray or pour a small amount onto screen.
2. Scrub screen with dedicated Biggee™ pad or nylon brush.
3. Repeat on back of screen image.
4. Rinse both sides of screen with pressured water.

*Note: Dilution is best suited to plastisol ink cleaning only. Test for effectiveness.*

**Usage Tips**

- Remember, less is better. Use a small amount and you will immediately see the ink loosen.
- If screen feels oily after cleaning, use less Multipurpose Ink Remover or use more water to rinse.
- Can be used for on-press color changes and as a screen opener.

**Chat with a live customer service rep (No phone menu maze!)**

**800-538-5069**

7am - 5:30pm Mon - Thurs. Friday 7am - 5:00pm CT

or visit our website: www.franmar.com